I. Time and Location Changes

**Friday, August 6**
Session 268: *Enhancing Compassion Through Embodied Awareness – An Approach to Mindful Leadership and Consulting* is now scheduled on Friday, August 6, 10:00 AM – 12:00 PM.

**Saturday, August 7**
Session 196: *New Doctoral Student Consortium* has been moved to Westmount & Outremont at the Hilton Montreal Bonaventure

Session 215: *TIM Doctoral Consortium* has been moved from room 512C to room 525AB

Session 389: *OCIS Doctoral Consortium Reception and OCIS Member Networking* is now scheduled from 6:00 – 7:30 PM in 511A at the Palais Des Congres

**Sunday, August 8**
The *MSR Executive Committee Meeting* has been moved to Hochelaga 4 at the Queen Elizabeth

**Monday, August 9**
Session 499: *AOM Ethics Committee Meeting* has been moved from the Le Centre Sheraton to the Vitre room at the Delta Centre-Ville

**Tuesday, August 10**
Session 837: *Conflict and Conflict Management* is now scheduled from 9:45 – 11:15 AM in room 512E at the Palais Des Congres

Session 924: The *Absence of Compassion at Work: A Discussion of Incivility and Abusive Supervision* is now scheduled from 11:30 AM – 1:00 PM in room 522C of the Le Palais Des Congres

Session 1610: Leadership as a collective: Opportunities for research in shared and distributed forms of leadership is now scheduled from 3:00 – 4:30 PM, in Cartier A at the Delta Centre-Ville

II. Additions

**Friday, August 6**
Session 93: *Building a Strategic and Living History: A Sample Approach Using Ethnographic Research*. Ramon Benedetto, Guidestar, Inc., has been added as a coordinator.
Session 107: Careers in the Rough: A Research Development Workshop. Amy Wrzesniewski, Yale U., has been added to this session as a participant.

Saturday, August 7
Session 191: Doctoral Consortium: Different Research Methods and Their Application to Management Consulting. Ramon Casadesus-Masanell, Harvard U.; Stephanie Girod, Accenture UK; Susan Adams, Bentley U.; Alberto Zanzi, Suffolk U.; Peter Sorensen, Benedictine U.; David Coghlan, Trinity College Dublin; John Conbere, U. of St. Thomas; Alla Heoriadi, U. of St. Thomas; Michel Peron, ISEOR, U. of Lyon; Veronique Zardet, ISEOR, U. of Lyon; Ansgar Richter, European Business School; and Ginka Toegel, IMD Lausanne have been added as presenters.

Session 301: What is Quality in Strategy Research. Hayagreeva Rao, Stanford U., has been added to this session as a participant.

Session 385: Using Information and Communication Technologies in the Remote and Traditional Classrooms. Donald Hatfield, Virginia Tech, and Noushi Rahman of Pace U. have been added as participants.

Sunday, August 8
SIM Executive Committee Meeting is added from 1:30 – 4:00 PM in the Harricana room at the Queen Elizabeth.

Session 434: The Value of Caring: Successfully Deploying and Sustaining Strategies around Care. Leslie Herbert, Accenture; Dr. Chris Pitt, World Vision; Eric de Grave, Le Transit; Emmett Johns and Sylvain Flamand, Dans la Rue, have been added as participants.

Session 485: Passion/Compassion in Change Leadership. Alicia Mosley, Jackson State U., and Randall Hithe, Hithe Enterprises have been added as discussant. John Fernandes, Advanced Management Research Consultants Global LLC, has been added as a participant.

Monday, August 9
Session 748: Leading Multicultural Teams for Success: A Prism of Perspectives. Christina Lea Butler, Kingston U., and Lena Zander, Uppasala U. have been added as organizers.

Session 806: The paper “Seeing Both the Trees and the Forest” by Dalhia Mani of HEC has been added to this session.

Session 819: Caring with a Conscience. How Do We Teach Dare to Care in the Classroom. Matrecia James, Jacksonville U., and Millicent Nelson, Middle Tennessee State U., have been added as participants.

Session 854: Understanding Turnover: Individual, Organizational, and Market Influences. Yung-Shui Wang, China U. of Technology, has been added as a co-author to the paper “A Multilevel Investigation of Turnover Intention Antecedents”.

Session 980: Emergent Leadership. Lydia Woolley, U. of Auckland, has been added as the first author of the paper “The Importance of ‘Mucking-in’ For Authentic Leadership: A Reflexive Mixed Methods Study”.

Session 1078: How Do We Know What We Know? Evidence-based Learning, Appreciative Inquiry and Forms of Knowing. Rashmi Assudani has been added as the first author of the paper “Using appreciative inquiry as a tool to carve entrepreneurial mindsets—Implications for pedagogy”.

III. Cancellations

Monday, August 9
Session 637: Individualism – Collectivism in Hofstede and GLOBE has been withdrawn.

Session 1105: CEO Succession, Senior Executive Changes, and Social Relationship Ties: The Case of CEO/CFO Turnover has been withdrawn.

Session 1116: Excellence by Design: Workplace as a Strategic Asset for Improving Performance in Public Org has been withdrawn.

Tuesday, August 10
Session 1421: Resolving the Double-Bind:Gender-Profession Identity Integration and Women’s Negotiation Outcomes has been withdrawn.
IV: Replacements

Saturday, August 7

Monday, August 9
Session 682: Sensemaking and Corporate Social Responsibility. **Jyotsna Bhatnagar**, Management Development Institute, is the new session chair.


Session 900: Creating Meaningful Work Roundtable. **Douglas May**, U. of Kansas, is the new session chair.


Tuesday, August 10

Session 1307: Growth. **Byungchae Jin**, U. of Maryland, College Park, is the new session chair.


Session 1312: Gender Differences in Networking. **Nan Langowitz**, Babson College, replaced Rajashi Ghosh as session facilitator.


Session 1514: Relationships in Career Management. **Ute-Christiane Klehe**, U. of Amsterdam, replaced Eileen Kwesiga, as co-session discussant.


Session 1733: Ethnicity and Gender. **In Hyeock Ian Lee**, Western Kentucky U., is the new session chair.

V: Name, Email, and Affiliation Corrections

Si Ahn Mehng’s correct affiliation is the U. of Minnesota

The correct affiliation listing for Tachia Chin is “Sun Yat-Sen U., Guangzhou”

Ashish Malik’s new affiliation is Newcastle Business School. Ashish’s new email is ashish.malik@newcastle.edu.au.